Reply from Apollo Motorhomes management:
Dear Mr. Lantinga
I have met this week with Ester Maas / Totally Campers and discussed your rental experience in detail.
I am very sorry for all the problems that affected your recent Campervan rental with Apollo Motorhome Holidays.
We are very proud of our vehicles and the way we operate so it is very disappointing to receive your comments. However we do always welcome any constructive feedback, which may help us improve
both our products and the customer service we offer to our guests. On behalf of Apollo Motorhome Holidays I would like to apologise for the inconvenience and disappointment that you experienced
during your recent rental with us.
We do have a very thorough pre-rental inspection procedure in place which is designed to ensure our vehicles are clean, well prepared, correctly equipped and ready to be used; your report highlights
this was not the case with your vehicle which is extremely disappointing to hear.
I completely understand your frustrations and your disappointments and please rest assured that each of the issues you reported is being thoroughly investigated and corrective action has been
implemented to ensure this is never allowed to happen again. I have discussed your rental with the operation manager and the branch managers in question. I have also spoken to the call centre team
leader and highlighted the issues experienced by you. The operations and call centre manager will provide extra training to staff members involved and will look at the relevant process maps to ensure
future rentals are handled correctly and guests are called back and issues are followed up in a timely manner.
Thank you for your feedback as it is only through feedback such as yours that we can improve our product and our service please let me know if you do need any further information or assistance and if
you do consider renting with Apollo Motorhome Holidays again then I will personally make sure that the vehicle and service delivery is up to the standard you can expect from a major tourism company
in Australia, New Zealand or the USA.
Best regards
Daniel Kunzi
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